Developing Optimization Modelling Methodology for Production Costs Generation
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Abstract
Based on the developed model and the conceptual scheme of production cost generation improvement, the technique is proposed that allows to optimize the work of the building complex enterprise cost mechanism by choosing the best option for the correlation of the levels of influence of production cost development factors on cost indicators and the levels of their manageability. The developed methodological mechanism to improve the functioning of the cost-education system in companies is of significant practical importance and is based on the conclusions of theoretical studies, as well as on the results of the analytical study of construction enterprise activities.
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Introduction
The proposed methodology for production cost generation improvement, developed on the basis of the company cost mechanism optimization modelling, has significant applied prospects for application, since it allows one to achieve in equal intervals of time with a fixed change of factor signs of increase within the set rate the decline level of costs per ruble of marketable products and the costs per unit of physical volume of marketable products in relation to the actual ones.

Material and Methodology
As the part of the methodology development to improve the process of production cost generation, they proposed the model for problem setting (1). During the indicated model development, the existing methods of statistical modeling were used [10, 12].

\[
Z = \sum_{a=1}^{k} g_a p_a + \sum_{j=1}^{l} g_j p_j + \sum_{u=1}^{m} g_u p_u ,
\]

with the corresponding limitations:

\[
\begin{align*}
&g_a p_a \equiv e_q \\
g_j p_j \equiv e_y \\
g_u p_u \equiv e_o \\
g_a p_a \equiv \beta_q \\
g_j p_j \equiv \beta_y \\
g_u p_u \equiv \beta_o \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( Z \) – the required level of production costs;

\( g_a, g_j, g_u \) – the parameters characterizing the production costs from the quantitative aspect;

\( p_a, p_j, p_u \) – the parameters characterizing production costs in terms of their cost;

\( e_q, e_y, e_o \) – elasticity coefficients (relative comparable indicators of the relationship strength between the variations of the effective and factor attributes), characterizing, the low, medium, and high level of influence of production cost development factors on cost indicators;
In accordance with the abovementioned model, the problem of optimizing the level of production costs is solved by choosing the best option for correlation the levels of influence of production cost development factors on cost indicators and the levels of controllability within the established limits. The validity of this statement is based on the conclusions of theoretical studies [15, 16, 17], and its feasibility is based on the results of an analytical study of company activities and the environment of their functioning [1, 2, 18, 19].

It should be noted that the ratio of the levels of influence of production cost development factors on cost indicators and levels of manageability within the established limits is conditioned by the need to achieve a high level of influence by material production and transaction support factors (they have a high degree of significance in the results of economic activity), medium level of influence by the factors of material production and competitiveness provision (they carry out economic and organizational support of the factors with a high level of influence) and a low level of influence by the factors of the socio-economic sphere and financial stability provision (they are accompanied by the factors with a high level of influence, which is explained by the low degree of their significance in economic activity results).

Result & Discussion
Presented methodology makes it possible to identify specific paths, determine and evaluate the specific economic effect of production cost formation process improvement clearly, which enables enterprises to use rationally the available resources of economic activity and manage effectively the operation of the cost mechanism. This is true both for the current activities of companies and for the implementation of various projects within the construction complex.

The presented model is focused on specific business result achievement. In turn, for a practical solution to the problem stated in the framework of this model, we have developed the methodology to improve the process of production cost generation. It should be noted that the need to develop this methodology is determined by the lack of an appropriate methodological base at the moment. Existing methodological approaches [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13], aimed at cost mechanism operation improvement, do not allow to solve the problem of production cost level optimization by choosing the best option for the ratio of influence levels concerning the factors of production cost development on cost indicators and the levels of controllability.

The proposed methodology is developed on the basis of the concept improving the process of production cost generation, shown in Figure 1. This scheme reflects the totality of sequential actions that allows you to manage the operation of the cost mechanism and aimed at an optimal level of production cost achievement both in the whole enterprise and in certain areas of its activities.
According to Figure 1, the use of this technique is associated with the need for selection and classification of production cost development factors. The selection of these factors is carried out on the basis of the possibility to evaluate the impact of each of them on the process of cost formation in the framework of the existing statistical reporting and the level of their influence, both actual and expected, on the cost indicators.

The factors of production cost formation were classified by us in the main areas of enterprise activity. The results of this classification are presented in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 1, this classification is the basis for determination and assessment of the actual ratio of influence level concerning the factors of production cost development on cost indicators and the levels of controllability. The definition and evaluation of this ratio includes the following sequence of actions:

1. The calculation of generalized indicators concerning the effectiveness of enterprises and generalized indicators of costs.
2. Calculation of paired and multifactor correlation models that reflect the interconnection of factor and productive attributes (the indicators characterizing the influence of individual factors on the formation of production costs are used as factor indicators; generalizing indicators of production costs are used as effective indicators).

The assessment of the cross-correlation of factor attribute significance by a correlation matrix.

Evaluation of factor and effective sign correlation reliability.
Figure 2: Classification of Production Cost Development Factors

Figure 3: Classification of Production Cost Development Elements
In general, they are characterized by the parameters indicative of their relevance: the value of the multiple correlation coefficient is significant (the actual size of the Student t-test is in all cases higher than the table at the confidence level of \( P = 0.05 \)) and exceeds -0.30 units (the relationship is not weak), the actual value of the Fisher F-criterion at the significance level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \) and corresponding degrees of freedom exceed its theoretical value. The analysis of the correlation matrix indicates the insignificance of the mutual correlation of factor features, since in all the presented cases the pair correlation coefficient does not exceed its critical value - 0.85 units.

3. Calculation within the framework of multifactorial models of elasticity coefficients \( e_{1i(2i)} \) and standardized regression coefficients \( \beta_{1i(2i)} \) for each specific factor trait.

The grouping of production cost development factors on the basis of the given criteria according to the actual level of their influence on the cost indicators in accordance with the value \( e_{1i(2i)} \) and the actual level of controllability in accordance with the value \( \beta_{1i(2i)} \) (it is performed using existing statistical grouping methods).

The results of the grouping reflect the actual correlation of influence levels concerning production cost development factors on the indicators of costs and the levels of controllability (Figures 4 and 5).

4. Evaluation of the actual ratio concerning the influence levels of production cost development factors on cost indicators and the levels of manageability from the point of view of its compliance with the proposed scheme of the correlation concerning the levels of influence of production cost development factors on cost indicators and levels of controllability, presented in Figure 1, in the framework of the established restrictions (there is a need to find the ways to achieve it in the absence of this correspondence).
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**Figure 4: The Features of Production Cost Factor Development Influence on the Result of Cost Formation**
The analysis results for state, cost formation possibility assessment, the assessment of the characteristics of production cost factor formation influence on cost indicators and the particularities of their manageability within the industry allow us to conclude that it is advisable to transform the costly policy of production systems aimed at the abovementioned compliance achievement.

For this, as can be seen from Figure 1, within the framework of the proposed methodology, there is a need to identify the priorities of economic activity, which allow to change the work of the costly mechanism in a specified way.

Comparing the actual existing correlation of influence levels concerning the production cost factor formation on cost indicators and the levels of controllability with the proposed scheme, we identified the following main priorities of economic activity according to Figure 6:

1. Optimization of production asset structure by increasing their active part, the level of production mechanization and automation increase, which helps to reduce the complexity of production processes.

Production material consumption reduction due to the introduction of progressive technologies and the use of modern effective components that are the part of the building complex products, which can improve its technical and economic characteristics, and which makes it possible to use the resources of production system rationally.

Labor productivity increase due to staff production activity stimulation, the reduction of the existing gap between the amount of labor costs and the value of labor productivity, which contributes to the emergence of positive motivational attitudes among the employees of enterprises and allows to increase the overall efficiency of labor resource use.

**Figure 5: The Features of Production Cost Formation Factor Controllability at the Enterprises of the Construction Complex**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production cost development factors</th>
<th>Low manageability</th>
<th>Average manageability</th>
<th>High manageability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- use of fixed assets</td>
<td></td>
<td>- unproductive consumption of resources</td>
<td>- expected performance of core activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of labor resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>- expected pricing efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of material resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the turnover of funds in the settlements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- inventory turnover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- supply and marketing activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the ratio of borrowed and own funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- expected solvency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- independence from borrowed funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The increase of finished product sale and pricing optimization through an active transaction policy, which creates the conditions for the further development of production infrastructure and the maximum possible development of potential sales markets.

Orientation of the construction industry enterprises to the indicated priorities of economic activity allows to increase the actual level of material production factor and transaction provision influence on cost indicators to specified rates and improve their manageability in accordance with the previously established restrictions (Figure 1).

2. Improvement the turnover of funds in the settlements based on the optimization of mutual settlements with debtors, which creates the conditions for fund use efficiency increase.

Improving turnover improvement by optimizing the management process and the technological structure of production, which generally contributes to production activity efficiency increase at the enterprises of the construction complex.

Improvement the effectiveness of core business through the use of internal reserves of enterprises in the framework of material production, ensuring transactions and material production, as well as by improving the overall financial situation of production systems, which generally improves the competitiveness of production.

Orientation of the construction industry enterprises to the indicated priorities of economic activity makes it possible to increase the actual level of influence concerning the factors ensuring material production and competitiveness on cost indicators to specified amount and to improve their manageability in accordance with previously established restrictions (Figure 1).

3. A substantiated reduction of unproductive consumption of resource amount due to the optimization of the social infrastructure of enterprises, helps to improve the general climate in production, increase labor productivity, and the efficiency of core activities and the efficiency of the cost mechanism in general.

Optimization of borrowed and own funds, current assets and short-term liabilities, own and economic assets on the basis of bringing them in line with existing normal restrictions, which allows to increase the financial stability of production systems and generally creates conditions to increase the efficiency of financial resource use.

Orientation of the construction industry enterprises to the indicated priorities of economic activity makes it possible to lower the actual level of influence concerning the socio-economic factors and ensure financial stability of cost indicators to specified values and improve their manageability in accordance with previously established restrictions (figure 1).

The business priorities identified in the proposed methodology, according to Figure 1, are the basis for the development and implementation of specific practical measures to improve the work of the cost mechanism. According to the results of the implementation of measures related to the improvement of cost formation, within the framework of the proposed methodology, according to Figure 1, there is a need to assess a new state of the cost mechanism, characterized by a different ratio concerning the influence level of production cost formation.
factor on cost indicators and the levels of controllability relative to the current ones. Assessing the results of the obtained group from the point of view of their correspondence to the proposed scheme of influence level correlation concerning production cost factor formation on cost indicators and manageability levels within the established limits, it can be concluded whether a new optimal level of production costs is reached or not. If the obtained grouping results do not correspond to the proposed scheme, it is impossible to talk about reaching such a level. In this regard, there is a need to review the priorities of economic activity with the subsequent adjustment of measures to improve the work of the cost mechanism. Otherwise, the improvement of production cost generation process can be considered successful, as it becomes possible to obtain the desired result - a new optimal level of costs.

Conclusions

Thus, our proposed methodology to improve the process of production cost formation, developed within the framework of the corresponding model (formula (1)) and based on the previously presented schematic diagram (Figure 1), allows as a whole to achieve increase by a given amount of the rate of decrease in the level of costs per ruble of commodity products and the costs per unit of physical volume of commodity products in relation to the actually possible one at equal intervals with a fixed change in factor attributes. Moreover, such changes are accompanied by a significant improvement in the overall economic situation of enterprises within the industry.
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